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Liquefaction Outlook is Bullish
• Record FIDs expected in 20192020 which could potentially
add as much as 200 mtpa to
global liquefaction capacity by
2025
• Simple question: Will demand
growth by 2025 support this
level of investment?
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Chinese gas demand growth
• Chinese demand growth and LNG
imports slowing after a period of
strong growth
• Policy-led switch from coal to gas
was triggered primarily by air
quality issues, not climate change
• Demand growth 18% p.a. in 2018
and looks set to slow to 11% in
2019 and average 7% 2020-2025 as
5YP targets met
• Coal will not make a significant
comeback; but nor will it go away
• China is the largest investor in
renewables globally even though
this slowed last year

Asian Import Growth Spurt to Slow
• Chinese LNG import growth still
strong but below ~40% peaks of
recent years. Will slow further as
Russia’s 38 bcma gas pipeline
ramps up to full capacity by 2025
• Japanese nuclear outages for
counter-terror retrofit will boost
LNG demand to 2022 but imports
will slow structurally after that
• South Korea, Taiwan LNG import
growth to slow due to nuclear
referendum and government policy
favouring resurgence of nuclear
• Southeast Asia will grow but from
low base.
• No sign yet of any step change in
marine demand from IMO 2020
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We conclude that low income high
population countries will be major driver
of gas demand growth in Asia
Particularly if gas-to-power demand is
accompanied by growth in transport
demand for gas
Pipeline is unlikely to be a viable method
for delivery of gas for most of these due
to geography and political issues
Philippines, Vietnam, Pakistan,
Bangladesh and India all have ambitious
plans to boost LNG
But outcome will depend on prices
staying in or around $6-8/MMBtu band
seen as “competitive” for long-term
Structural over supply of LNG may be
desirable for long-term future of market.
Coal is always going to be waiting in
wings (unless renewables costs reduced,
or carbon taxes/prices implemented).
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Asia’s environmental agenda has been
driven in the past by air quality not
climate change
But this is changing – climate protests in
India, Australia, New Zealand, SIDCs
Nascent climate movements in Taiwan,
Pakistan, Japan South Korea
Many not large-scale (in Japan, <100
protesters) but XR was only formed in
October 2018, and is now going global
Gas industry needs to wake up to the
scale of this shift. No longer isolated to
a few radical environmentalists
Marketing the image of gas-withrenewables as a decarbonisation
strategy has largely failed in Europe
The recurrent promise of global carbon
pricing and/or large-scale CCS/CCU to
mitigate emissions impact is wearing
thin

Conclusions
• GIIGNL 2019 report suggests global
LNG imports in 2018 stood at 313.8
mtpa
• Even with 4% annual growth in
demand out to 2025, growth in
global LNG market will only be
around 100 mt
• Our map shows credible projects
that could add as much as 200 mtpa
to capacity by 2025
• Structurally, this suggests steady or
even lower slopes -- especially if
crude prices strengthen
• Tolling-based and modular projects
can act as fine-tuning mechanism to
match supply and demand
• Underutilised capacity offers
suppliers flexibility to manage the
market
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